High resolution color photographic prints: visual impact for large spaces

LightJet - Photographic Output

The LightJet Photographic Print is the Ultimate in Color Reproduction... crisp, clear, colorful. True photographic prints can be made up to 48” x 120” in one piece. Larger prints can easily be tiled, creating oversized murals. LightJet prints are perfect for in-store displays, airport advertising, presentations, wall murals, proposals and more.

Digital Files

Your electronic image is transferred to the LightJet exposing each pixel with a red, blue or green laser beam directly on the photographic emulsion. The latent image is then processed, through traditional photographic chemistry, producing a beautiful photographic print on matte or gloss paper. Backlit film for lightbox displays are another option.

If the original is a hard copy, the image is captured using our MegaScan™ process, converting the analog print to digital information that is then imaged on the LightJet.

Common Uses:

- Large murals
- Signage
- Presentation boards
- Trade shows
- Retail stores
- Courtroom exhibits
- Backlit duratrans
- Prototype packaging
- & more...

Originals / Input: Digital files, Desktop Publishing, Mac or PC files. Also we can scan to print from oversized originals up to 45” x 60” through our MegaScan™ Digital camera.

Sizes: 8” x 10” to 4’ x 10’ Multiple panels can create unlimited sizes.